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Abstract 

Spectroscopic ellipsometry and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy were applied to extract the 

ultraviolet to far-infrared (150 – 33,333 cm-1) complex dielectric functions of high-quality, sputtered 

Indium-doped Cadmium Oxide (In:CdO) thin, crystalline films on MgO substrates possessing carrier 

densities ( ) ranging from 1.1 10  cm-3 to 4.1 10  cm-3. A multiple oscillator fit model was used 

to identify and analyze the three major contributors to the dielectric function and their dependence on 

doping density: interband transitions in the visible, free-carrier excitations (Drude response) in the near- 

to far-infrared, and IR-active optic phonons in the far-infrared. More specifically, values pertinent to the 

complex dielectric function such as the optical bandgap ( ), are shown here to be dependent upon 

carrier density, increasing from approximately 2.5 to 3 eV, while the high-frequency permittivity ( ) 



decreases from 5.6 to 5.1 with increasing carrier density. The plasma frequency ( ) scales as , 

resulting in  values occurring within the mid- to near-IR, and the effective mass ( ) was also 

observed to exhibit doping density dependent changes, reaching a minimum of 0.11  in 

unintentionally doped films (1.1 10  ). Good quantitative agreement with prior work on 

polycrystalline, higher doped CdO films is also demonstrated, illustrating the generality of the results. 

The analysis presented here will aid in predictive calculations for CdO-based next-generation 

nanophotonic and optoelectronic devices, while also providing an underlying physical description of the 

key properties dictating the dielectric response in this atypical semiconductor system. 

Introduction 

Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs) are most commonly utilized in applications requiring high optical 

transmittance and low electrical resistivity. This unique combination of optoelectronic properties is 

achieved by semiconductor materials possessing visible to ultraviolet bandgaps and high defect and/or 

extrinsic dopant concentrations, with the associated impurity close to the conduction band edge. [1,2] In 

recent years, TCOs have also found utility as potential alternative plasmonic materials for nanophotonic 

applications within the near- (NIR) to mid-infrared (MIR), due to the lower optical losses in reference to 

gold and most doped semiconductors in this spectral range. [3,4] 

Although cadmium oxide (CdO) has been known as a TCO for over a century [5], recent work has 

demonstrated n-doped CdO as a unique plasmonic material with broad spectral tunability and 

exceptionally low optical losses, surpassed only by graphene. [3] These properties are due to the low 

effective mass (  ranging from 0.12 – 0.26 in epitaxially-grown films with carrier densities ranging from 10 10  ) and high electron mobility (  300 cm2/V-s between 1010  ). [3] Interestingly, it has been demonstrated that  actually increases with increasing carrier 

density over a broad range of accessible doping levels, reaching a maximum value of almost 500 cm2/V-s 



at 5 10  . [3] Multiple aliovalent dopants have been employed to exhibit this novel 

behavior including Dy3+ [3], In3+ [6], Y3+ [7], and F- [8], each of which have atomic radii similar in size to 

either Cd2+ or O2-. This allows for substitutional, aliovalent cation (e.g., Dy3+ for Cd2+) or anion (e.g., F- for 

O2-) doping while minimizing lattice strain, and thus, carrier scattering. Very high-quality CdO film 

growth has recently been demonstrated using high-power impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS). [7] 

This technique uses a pulsed (1-10 µs short pulses) DC plasma in order to attain extremely large power 

densities (≥ kW/cm2) and therefore high sputter rates and high density films, all while maintaining low 

surface roughness. [9,10] Surprisingly, HiPIMS deposition offers comparable doping precision, carrier 

mobility, and even improved material quality in comparison to CdO grown via molecular beam epitaxy 

(MBE), while allowing for potential scalability. 

While traditional approaches for plasmonic applications in the near-IR have utilized noble metals, with 

applications realized in surface plasmon resonance (SPR) biosensing [11–13], enhanced vibrational 

spectroscopies such as surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [14–16], surface enhanced infrared 

absorption (SEIRA) [17–19], and optical metasurfaces such as planar lenses, [20–22] there are significant 

drawbacks to using metals for MIR plasmonics. [23] First, metals have large, fixed carrier densities 

resulting in static plasma frequencies that fall within the visible to ultraviolet regime, complicating their 

applications to longer wavelengths. Further, fast electron-electron scattering at these large carrier 

densities brings about high Drude losses, which are exacerbated in the MIR. These losses, combined 

with extremely large negative permittivity values in this spectral range, render noble metals impractical 

for applications requiring narrow resonant features such as chemical sensing [24] or narrow-band IR 

sources. [25] In contrast, CdO films are capable of supporting relatively sharp (Q-factors calculated here 

from the dielectric function to be as high as 24, 5 – 10x larger than gold in the MIR  [26,27]), frequency 

tunable resonances in the MIR, including highly-absorptive surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) and epsilon-

near-zero (ENZ) modes, all without the need for nanostructuring. [8] ENZ polaritons can be induced near 



the frequency at which 0 in polaritonic films that are significantly thinner than the free-space 

wavelength at the plasma frequency ( 50⁄ , which is less than ~100 nm in CdO films at MIR 

frequencies). [28,29] These modes result from the strong coupling between polaritons supported on the 

opposing interfaces of the thin film, which hybridize into high- and low-frequency branches, with the 

former corresponding to the aforementioned ENZ behavior. Careful in-situ control over  during film 

growth has opened the door to monolithic, multilayered films that exhibit metamaterial-like optical 

properties such as multi-frequency thermal emission. [30] Similar multilayer films have also been used 

to demonstrate the potential for strongly coupled polaritonic systems, as recently demonstrated by our 

groups. [31,32] 

Before CdO can be adopted for advanced applications, it is imperative that an accurate dielectric 

function be established and a full understanding of the various contributions controlling this function. 

This is especially pertinent for CdO, as the carrier density-driven modifications of the bandgap, effective 

mass and high-frequency permittivity ensure that the dielectric function employed must be extracted 

from a film with similar doping levels, unless appropriate trends can be identified. While prior work 

examined the NIR dielectric function of non-epitaxial, polycrystalline CdO films [33], accurate 

experimental MIR dielectric functions for high-quality/extreme-mobility (i.e., grown by MBE or HiPIMS), 

CdO films have yet to be reported. Here, we experimentally measure the UV to far-IR (FIR) optical 

properties of epitaxial In:CdO thin films on MgO substrates (grown via HiPIMS) as a function of free-

carrier density (1.1 10   – 4.1 10  ) and extract their corresponding dielectric 

functions. We utilize both visible (V-VASE) and IR variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (IR-VASE) to 

measure the optical response and utilize these measurements to extract the complex dielectric function. 

Through this effort, we extend the focus beyond the NIR to include the ultraviolet and visible as well as 

the mid-to far-IR, thereby accommodating the optical properties within the various IR atmospheric 

windows. In past work, high carrier densities ( 5 10  ) were achieved by using dopant 



densities as high as 10 %, potentially leading to the formation of secondary phases. [34] In 

comparison, the carrier densities of the films in this study remain below the dopant solubility limit. All 

films are epitaxial, phase pure, with consistently narrow x-ray linewidths and low surface roughness 

values. [3,7,8] In addition to extracting the complex dielectric functions, we also compare the optical 

properties of these high-quality, In:CdO films with values reported in past work for polycrystalline, non-

epitaxial In:CdO films. To supplement visible- and IR-VASE measurements, which provide ellipsometric 

data above 333 , we utilize Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to extend the measured 

range to 150 , allowing us to also determine the effects of low-energy phonons on the FIR 

dielectric function. Combined, these techniques allow for a complete characterization of the 

polarization-dependent reflection and transmission coefficients, and thus the tunable carrier 

concentration-dependent factors comprising the dielectric response of In:CdO from the UV to the FIR. 

Dielectric Function Modelling   

The IR-VASE and V-VASE techniques are powerful tools for determining the optical properties of thin 

films. Ellipsometry measurements relate the ratio of outgoing-parallel (p) to incident-perpendicular (s) 

Fresnel reflectivity coefficients to two ellipsometric parameters,  and Δ, through the following 

expression: 

tan       (1) 

In this expression,  and Δ represent the amplitude and phase difference between the two 

polarizations, respectively. Combined, these two quantities enable VASE as a comprehensive approach 

towards quantifying the optical response of films and substrates featuring isotropic and anisotropic 

crystal structures. [35] 



To extract the dielectric function of the various In:CdO films as a function of carrier density, we fit 

ellipsometric spectra (Fig. 1) using a multiple oscillator model in conjunction with least-squares fitting 

within the WVASE software (J. A. Woollam Co., Version: 3.882). Our model incorporates the dielectric 

function of the single-crystal MgO substrate, which we separately measured and modeled with a 

previously reported oscillator model. [36] Our model enables least-squares fitting within WVASE to 

account for the small variations in damping and phonon energies (i.e., crystal quality) that occur 

between different MgO substrates. The CdO film coating the MgO substrate was modelled as a bulk 

layer topped by a thin surface carrier depletion or accumulation layer, depending on the Fermi level of 

the CdO film with respect to the Fermi stabilization level (4.9 eV below vacuum). [37] The position of the 

Fermi level with respect to the stabilization energy establishes the dominant native defects in a 

semiconductor: if the Fermi level lies below (above) this energy, charge donor (acceptor) defects will 

populate the surface of the CdO film, giving rise to the aforementioned charge accumulation (depletion) 

layer. [38] This model accounts for the spatially varying dielectric function that results from this carrier 

depletion/accumulation layer. A detailed report of the fitting procedure is provided in the 

supplementary information. [39] 

 



Figure 1: Representative experimental (a)  and (b) Δ spectra and corresponding least-squares fits for a In:CdO 

film with a carrier density of 4.1 10   at 60° (black) and 70° (red) incident angles. The vertical black dotted 

line represents the extracted plasma frequency of the film ( 5,218 ). 

While the film thickness can be determined from ellipsometric measurements, in order to reduce the 

number of free fitting parameters, we implemented X-Ray reflectivity (XRR) which provides film 

thickness measurements with accuracy on the order of the X-ray wavelength (Cu Kα: 1.54 Å). Room 

temperature carrier density and DC mobility values were collected via Hall effect measurements using 

the van der Pauw configuration. It is important to note that the film thicknesses were chosen such that 

they were significantly larger (> 150 nm) than the threshold for supporting ENZ polaritons. [29] This was 

done in order to ensure that the extracted dielectric function was representative of the bulk behavior 

and to avoid the additional thickness dependence of such ENZ modes upon the dielectric function, as 

was recently reported for tin-doped indium oxide. [40] 

Effects of free carriers on UV to visible dielectric function 

Due to a direct bandgap  occurring at visible frequencies and an upper limit on the  (due to 

doping limitations) CdO possesses a broad transparency window in the visible to NIR that is bound by  

and the . Here, we examine the absorption features associated with the direct bandgap of CdO, 

focusing first on the impact upon the visible dielectric function and its relationship with doping levels. 

The CdO dielectric function near the direct bandgap can be accurately modeled using a Tauc-Lorentz 

oscillator. The Tauc-Lorentz model has been used to account for absorption due to interband transitions 

and extract the optical constants of several doped semiconductors [41–43] including doped CdO films 

and nanoparticles. [33,44] The imaginary part of the dielectric function is given as: 

  (2) 



Here, , , , and  are fit parameters corresponding to the amplitude, broadening, center 

frequency and Tauc optical gap frequency, respectively. These parameters are provided in the 

supplemental information for all of the In:CdO films in this study. [39]  is the photon frequency and the 

Heavyside function (Θ ) is equal to zero for  and one for . Knowing the 

imaginary dielectric function, the real part can be calculated using the Kramers-Kronig relation: [45]  

,     (3) 

The high-frequency permittivity ( , ) describes the contribution to the real dielectric function well 

above the bandgap and  indicates that the Cauchy principal value of the integral is to be taken. 

From the ellipsometric spectra provided in Fig. 1, it is possible to extract the real and imaginary parts of 

the dielectric function. This procedure was performed for three films featuring carrier densities (Hall 

mobilities) of 6.6 10  cm-3 (426 cm2/V·s), 1.4 10  cm-3 (389 cm2/V·s), and 4.1 10  cm-3 (312 

cm2/V·s). The corresponding real and imaginary parts of the dielectric functions from 15,000 to 30,000 

cm-1 (0.667 to 0.333 µm) are provided in Fig. 2a. The central energy of the absorption features 

corresponds to the CdO conduction band edge, which is observed to blueshift with increased carrier 

density due to the donor behavior of In dopants in CdO. As the carrier density increases, the conduction 

band electron population is elevated, which subsequently raises the Fermi energy, consistent with the 

Moss-Burstein effect. [46,47] The resultant  values of the CdO films are shown in Fig. 2b along with 

the previously reported values by Liu et. al.  [33] provided for comparison, illustrating that this observed 

effect is general to CdO films independent of growth method. The optical bandgap values were 

determined by first calculating the extinction coefficient ( ) from the extracted dielectric functions. The 

absorption coefficient ( ) can then be calculated and  approximated by extrapolating  to 

zero. Plots of  vs. photon energy are provided in the supplementary information. [39] The peak 



amplitude and broadening of the real dielectric function also follow a similar trend, implying increased 

absorption and loss around the band edge energy as the carrier density is increased.  

These shifts in band edge energy and absorption impact the background polarizability of the lattice and 

therefore the extracted high frequency permittivity ( ) of the Drude function which describes the 

dielectric function in the MIR. At low enough energies, sufficiently below the optical bandgap,  

takes the constant value of . As the band edge absorption shifts to higher energy with increasing , 

the high frequency permittivity is observed to decrease from 5.5 to 5.1 in our films (Fig. 2c). This inverse 

relationship between the high frequency permittivity and lowest-energy interband transition, known as 

Moss’s rule, has been well-documented across many semiconductors. [48] High-frequency permittivity 

values were obtained by plotting real permittivity as a function of , where  is 

photon energy and  is Drude damping which will be discussed in the following section, and determining 

the x-intercept. Plots demonstrating the relationship between real permittivity and  as well 

as  and  in these In:CdO films can be found in the supplementary information. [39] 

 



Figure 2: a) Real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts of the dielectric functions near the bandgap energy of three 

CdO thin films with differing carrier densities as labeled. Note the blue shift in the bandgap absorption with 

increasing carrier density. The optical bandgap and high frequency permittivity of In:CdO films as a function of 

carrier density are shown in b) and c), respectively. The uncertainty in the values, determined from the described 

fits are provided as error bars. Previously reported values from Liu et. al.  [33] are also shown in b) and c) for 

comparison. 

Effects of free carriers on near to far-infrared dielectric function 

While the residual polarizability from interband transitions dictates the scaling of the real part of the 

dielectric function within the IR, for CdO and other TCOs, this spectral range is dominated by free-carrier 

effects (due to the low, FIR energies of optic phonons in CdO, their influence upon the dielectric function 

will be discussed in the next section). The influence of free-carriers can be modelled using the Drude 

formalism: 

    (4) 

The Drude model has been employed in the past to model the NIR – MIR complex dielectric functions of 

several other highly-doped semiconductors [49,50], as well as most metals. [51,52] In Eq. 4,  is 

expressed as . As is stated above,  results from the background polarizability of the lattice 

due to interband transitions and was found to range from 5.1 – 5.6. [33] Combining the real part of eq. 4 

with eq. 3 results in the expression . However, at energies 

significantly below the band edge absorption  takes the place of . The imaginary part is driven 

by the free-carrier damping , which is inversely related to the corresponding scattering lifetime. The 

plasma frequency ⁄  increases with the square root of the electron carrier density 

, with  and  representing the permittivity of free space and effective mass, respectively. The 



 scaling of  can be discerned from the experimentally obtained values of  in Fig. 3a. From the 

dielectric functions provided in Fig. 4a, we extracted corresponding  of 2584  (6.610  ), 3680  (1.4 10  ), and 5215  (4.1 10  ), respectively. The values 

of  for the other CdO films in this study are provided in the supplementary information and reported 

in Fig. 3a. [39] The relative rate of this scaling is dictated by the effective mass  which, for In:CdO, 

ranges from 0.11 0.26  for  ~ 1 10  – 4 10  , consistent with the non-parabolic 

conduction band model. [53,54] 

1 2 3 ⁄      (5) 

Here  is the effective mass at the base of the conduction band,  is a nonparabolicity fitting 

parameter, and  is assumed to be the carrier density measured in Hall effect measurements, . 

Electron mobility was also determined through Hall effect measurements ( ). These values differ 

from optical mobility ( ) values that were extracted through ellipsometric fitting. Optical mobility 

values are provided in the supplementary information along with a discussion of the discrepancies 

between Hall ( ) and optical mobility ( ). [39] Note that Fig. 3b includes the effective mass values 

for two sample sets: high-quality HiPIMS CdO films (black squares) and highly-doped, polycrystalline 

films grown using MBE (purple triangles). Interestingly, our reported values of  in Fig. 3b demonstrate 

excellent continuity with these samples reported in previous work [33], illustrating that the growth 

quality appears to have little to no effect on the carrier-density-dependent effective mass of In:CdO. 

Effective mass has also been shown to be independent of crystallinity in other high-mobility TCOs, such 

as H:In2O3. [55] We provide a fit to the combined  data, resulting in fitting parameter values of 1.47 0.18  and 0.10 0.01 . The excellent agreement across sample sets and two 

orders of magnitude in carrier density justifies the use of this fit for approximating the effective mass of 

In:CdO with great accuracy. This can be compared to the fit provided in Liu et. al., which resulted in 



0.49 0.19  and 0.13 0.03  for highly-doped films alone (5 10  ). [33,56] 

 

Figure 3: a) Plasma frequency  and b) effective mass  of doped CdO films as a function of carrier density. 

Previously reported values for both  and  from Liu et. al. [33] are also shown for comparison. A fit to the data 

using Eq. 5 is also provided (red curve). 

From Eq. 4, it is clear that the free carrier damping rate, defined as , is directly related to the 

imaginary part of the permittivity and therefore provides a convenient figure of merit for determining 

loss in polaritonic materials. [57–59] Using the extracted values of  and optical mobility ( ), the 

damping rate was calculated for each film as a function of carrier density and is reported in Fig. 4b. As 

was stated previously,  (both optical and Hall values) is observed to increase in CdO up to ~510  , however CdO maintains consistently high electron mobilities even at carrier densities 

exceeding this value. Thus, the resulting low damping rates are shown to decrease over a broad range of 

carrier densities (and therefore, plasma frequencies), even in the region of decreasing electron mobility.  



 

Figure 4: (a) Real and imaginary dielectric function near the plasma frequency of three CdO thin films with differing 

carrier densities. The dielectric functions were derived from WVASE fitting of spectroscopic ellipsometry data. (b) 

Hall electron mobility and carrier damping ( ) as a function of carrier density in In:CdO films. 

As these excellent CdO transport properties are widely beneficial for a variety of nanophotonic 

applications including chemical sensing [24,60], narrow-band thermal emitters [30], and non-linear 

optics [61], quantifying the loss and comparing to state-of-the-art polaritonic materials is of distinct 

interest. A more insightful FOM can be found in the modal quality (Q)-factor, which relates the energy 

stored to the energy dissipation rate within confined cavities. The Q-factor is widely implemented in 

photonic resonators and can be predicted from the extracted dielectric function as: [57] 

    (6) 

From this expression it can be seen that the Q-factor for a localized SPP is inversely proportional to the 

imaginary part of the dielectric function, while it is directly proportional to the frequency dispersion of 

the real part. Thus, to achieve high Q, the material losses must be low and/or the rate of change in the 

dielectric constants must be high. While Q-factors in excess of 100 are routinely observed in surface 

phonon polariton resonators [24,58,62–64], the much slower dispersion of plasmonic materials, coupled 



with the faster scattering of free carriers with respect to optical phonons [65,66], naturally limits 

plasmonic cavities to values below 44, with typical values falling below 20. [67] However, as the rate of 

dispersion doesn’t vary significantly between plasmonic materials (thanks to the Drude model), it is the 

imaginary part of the dielectric function that predominantly determines Q for such materials. Therefore, 

considering a spherical resonator allows for an insightful comparison between materials: an analytical 

solution exists for the Mie scattering from such a structure, with resonance occurring at the Fröhlich 

condition 2 .  [68] Here,  is the real part of the permittivity for the ambient 

environment, which for air will result in the polaritonic resonance condition occurring at 2. 

To our knowledge the highest reported Q-factor for noble metal resonators in the MIR is 20-25, as 

demonstrated with hollow silver nanotubes on a silver backplane. [69] Thus, the Q-factor for In:CdO at 

the Fröhlich condition, calculated here from the dielectric function to reach up to 24, is on par with that 

of noble metal resonators in the MIR and ~3-4 times higher than other TCOs, such as AZO [70], ITO [71], 

and GZO [72]. This is demonstrated in Table 1, which compares the optoelectronic properties of CdO to 

other TCOs for films doped to achieve 1.55 . Note, the carrier mobility of CdO is an order of 

magnitude larger than that of other TCOs, resulting in significantly lower Im  and enhanced Q-factors. 

Table I: Comparison of optoelectronic properties of TCOs used in MIR plasmonics. 

Material Effective 

Mass 

[ ⁄ ] 

 for .  µm 

[   ] 

Carrier 

Mobility 

[ ⁄ ] 

at 

[ ] 

for Film of  

in Column 3 

(eq. 6) at 

[ ] 

for Film of  

in Column 3 

Propagating 

FOM 

( ) for 

Film of  in 

Column 3  

ITO [73] 0.38 6.76 36 0.88 6.5 8.5

Ga:ZnO [74] 0.38 6.79 30.96 0.79 7.3 7.3



Al:ZnO [75] 0.38 6.75 47.6 0.59 9.5 11.2

H:In2O3  [55] 0.28 5.46 118 0.37 18 22

In:CdO 0.27 5.36 285 0.20 24 48

 

While Eq. 6 provides the means to compare plasmonic materials over a broad spectral range, it is 

typically more instructive to normalize the spectral dispersion in Q to the real part of the permittivity to 

eliminate the inherent spectral shifts in  between materials as a function of carrier density. This has 

been provided in Fig. 5, which shows the range of Q-factor values at the Fröhlich condition for In:CdO 

along with the corresponding values for three other TCOs: ITO (red)  [73], Al-doped (AZO, purple)  [75], 

and Ga-doped (GZO, light blue) zinc oxide [74] as a function of  (from 1500 4500 ). The 

dielectric functions for each TCO were calculated using Eq. 4. For AZO, GZO, and ITO the effective mass 

was calculated using eq. 5 and the corresponding values of  and , [49] whereas the value listed in 

Table 1 was used for H:In2O3. A constant value for the carrier mobility (provided in Table 1) was assumed 

for ITO, AZO, GZO, and H:In2O3 however for CdO the mobility values were interpolated using the data 

provided in Fig. 4b. From Fig. 5, it is clear that consistent with the analysis of spherical particles,  In:CdO 

is anticipated to exhibit Q-factors that are at least ~4 times higher than other common TCOs across a 

broad range of permittivity values and thus nanostructure shapes and sizes. In practice, the assumption 

of constant mobilities with increasing carrier densities in the other TCOs is not realistic and presumably 

overestimates the Q factors possible at high carrier density values. Further, the values for In:CdO 

actually compare favorably to measured values for silver ( ~20 25 in MIR), which still represents the 

highest quality noble metal for plasmonic applications. In addition, due to the consistently high carrier 

mobility and rapidly increasing effective mass, the Q-factor is actually found to increase at a much faster 

rate in CdO than for other TCOs at elevated doping levels. Increasing Q-factors with doping density have 

been reported previously in LSPRs supported by In:CdO nanoparticles within the near-infrared. [44] As 



was mentioned above, the increase in Q-factor is a result of the value of  at the Fröhlich condition, 

which diminishes with increased . Note, the imaginary permittivities at the condition 2 for 

the CdO films with carrier densities of 6.6 10  , 1.4 10  , and 4.1 10   films 

(Fig. 4a) were determined to be  0.67, 0.45, and 0.31, respectively (see Table 1 in 

Supplementary Information for full set of data for each sample [39]). The measured Q-factor values are 

also provided in Fig. 5 for the films in this study, verifying this trend.   

 

Figure 5: Quality-factor (eq. 6) calculated at the Fröhlich condition ( 2) for several TCOs across a range of 

 (and therefore ). The dielectric function for each material was calculated using the Drude model with the 

effective mass determined using Eq. 5. Values for  and  for other TCOs were found in literature. [49,55] Data 

points correspond to calculated Q-factor values from the extracted dielectric functions of the films in this study, 

demonstrating excellent agreement with the values calculated using the Drude model. 

Influence of Optic Phonons on CdO Dielectric Function 

As with other polar dielectric materials, the transverse-optic (TO) phonon of CdO is associated with a net 

dipole moment and is IR active. The restoring force of the ionic charge motion associated with the 



longitudinal-optic (LO) phonon lifts the degeneracy with the TO modes at the Γ point. [76] This increases 

the LO phonon frequency, resulting in a spectral band between these two optic phonon energies that is 

referred to as the Reststrahlen band. Within this band, polar materials are highly reflective, resulting 

from the charge screening of the oscillating polar crystal lattice. Just as light can couple to free charge 

oscillations in metals and doped semiconductors (SPPs), light can also couple to optic phonons in polar 

lattices. These excitations, known as surface phonon polaritons (SPhPs) are also of keen interest for IR 

nanophotonics. [65,66,76,77] This results from the real part of the permittivity becoming negative, with 

the ENZ condition occurring near the LO phonon frequency. In contrast to Drude response, for this so-

called ‘TOLO oscillator model’ the real part of the permittivity disperses rapidly, becoming progressively 

more negative with reducing frequency until the TO phonon frequency, at which point the sign of the 

permittivity is flipped, resulting in ultra-high refractive indices due to the strong resonant absorption 

associated with the TO phonon. [58,78–80] For perspective, near the TO phonon in SiC, the index of 

refraction can exceed 20 (Highest reported 21.84). [58,81–84] This permittivity is typically defined 

by the so-called ‘TOLO’ oscillator: 

,     (7) 

where  and   correspond to the LO and TO phonon frequencies, respectively. The high frequency 

permittivity, where here, ,  defines the real part of the dielectric function at frequencies above 

the LO phonon frequency. 

In undoped polar semiconductors and dielectrics, the TO phonon induces strong dispersion in the real 

part of the permittivity that dominates the IR dielectric function. [85] To examine the polar phonon 

contribution to the IR dielectric function, FIR reflectance measurements were performed at 60o angle of 

incidence on all three CdO films using a Bruker Vertex 70v FTIR spectrometer in tandem with a DLaTGS 

detector. This was required as the optic phonons of CdO occur at frequencies beyond those sampled by 



the IR-VASE system (>333 ). The strong absorptive nature of the TO phonon, which occurs at 266 

cm-1, is distinct in the reflectance spectra for the unintentionally doped CdO (red curve). The center 

frequency of this absorptive resonance agrees well with previously reported values for the CdO TO 

phonon using other measurement techniques. [86] However, the relative intensity, with respect to the 

baseline reflectance, decreases as carrier density increases. This is demonstrated in the reflectance 

spectra in Fig. 6. Here the absorption resonance caused by the TO phonon is easily discernable in the 

unintentionally doped (1.4 10  ) and low-doped (6.6 10  ) CdO films, but is not 

observable in the higher carrier density (1.4 10   and 4.1 10  ) films. This is consistent 

with the concept of the free-carrier contribution dominating the dielectric function with increased 

carrier density, where the higher carrier densities result in the real part of the dielectric function 

exhibiting larger negative values at the TO phonon frequency, thereby screening out the otherwise 

strong phonon absorption. This results in the reflection spectra flattening in the spectral region near the 

TO phonon, as shown in Fig. 6. The high reflectance above ~400  is induced by optic phonons in 

the MgO substrate. Modeling the Lorentzian lineshape of the TO phonon absorption observed in Fig. 6 

using the TOLO formalism (Eq. 8) enables the extraction of the spectral position and damping (phonon 

scattering rate) of the TO phonon within the various films.  However, to perform this fitting, three of the 

four key values dictating the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relationship must be known, with the fourth derived 

from this relation. [76] As for even the unintentionally doped CdO films there exists sufficient free-

carriers to preclude the observation of a distinct, highly reflective Reststrahlen band, a previously-

reported value for the LO phonon frequency from IR absorption measurements was employed as a 

starting value in the fitting process, [87] while the TO phonon and damping were derived from the 

reflectance spectra, and the high-frequency permittivity extracted from the prior Drude fits. 



  

Figure 6: Low-energy FTIR reflectance of four CdO films with varying levels of doping; unintentionally doped 

(1.4 10  ), moderately doped (6.6 10  ), and highly doped (1.4 10   and 4.110  ) measured at an angle of incidence of 60o.  

From the above referenced data, the phonon contribution to the FIR dielectric function can be derived, 

which are provided in Fig. 7a for the three films originally introduced in Fig. 2 and 4. A Lorentzian 

lineshape can clearly be observed in the imaginary part of the dielectric function for all samples, 

regardless of . However, the scaling of the  due to free carriers is evident in the FIR, resulting in a 

more negative real part and larger imaginary part of the permittivity with increased carrier density. The 

TOLO contribution to the dielectric function in the absence of free-carrier and bandgap effects is also 

displayed in Fig. 7a. A Transfer-Matrix-Method [79] calculation of the reflectance for a 200 nm CdO film 

using this TOLO-only dielectric function grown on a MgO substrate is presented in Fig. 7b and compares 

well with the FIR FTIR measurement of the unintentionally doped (1.4 10  cm ) film shown in Fig. 

6. 



 

Figure 7: Far-IR dielectric functions for (a) three CdO films with varying levels of doping as well as the isolated 

TOLO contribution (Drude and Tauc-Lorentz oscillators turned off). (b) Transfer-Matrix-Method reflectance 

simulation of a 200 nm CdO film with the TOLO-isolated dielectric function from (a) on an MgO substrate. 

Combined CdO Dielectric Function 

While we have presented the various contributions to the dielectric function of CdO within three distinct 

spectral ranges and described the salient features governing these effects separately, the combined 

spectral response is of course the primary goal of this work. Taking the three key contributions from Eq. 

2 and 3 (Tauc-Lorentz), 4 (Drude) and 7 (TOLO) together, the unified dielectric function can be described 

as follows: 

,
 (8) 

Note that in this complete dielectric function,  in the Drude term, because the background 

polarizability of the lattice is represented by the band-gap contributions. The corresponding values for 



the various fitting parameters associated with each oscillator are provided in the supplementary 

information [39], while tabulated values may be downloaded from the Caldwell group’s website. [89] 

Using the above relations, with interpolated values derived from the films discussed here, the dielectric 

function of In:CdO extending from the visible to the FIR spectral range may be derived for arbitrary 

carrier density and mobility, which we expect will prove useful for accurate nanophotonic simulations 

that use In:CdO building blocks.   

Conclusion 

With the ever-expanding interest into realizing advanced nanophotonic and optoelectronic concepts 

within the MIR spectral regime, the low optical losses and broad spectral tunability associated with CdO 

and other TCOs is of increasing interest. However, for the true potential of CdO for a variety of 

applications to be validated, predictive modeling of advanced optical or electrooptic components must 

be undertaken.  This requires an accurate dielectric function, which we have provided here over the 

spectral range from 150 – 33,333 cm  (66 – 0.3 µm). A multi-oscillator model describing the near-UV-

FIR complex dielectric function for doped CdO was extracted using spectroscopic ellipsometry, FIR FTIR 

spectroscopy, and dielectric function modeling using the WVASE program, implementing a least-squares 

fitting routine. Seven HiPIMS CdO films with varying levels of doping were characterized, giving insight 

into the role of free carriers not only upon the Drude term (through spectral shifting of the plasma 

frequency and effective mass and changes to carrier mobility), but also upon the bandgap related 

interband transitions and in determining the relative role of the optic phonons at FIR frequencies. Using 

our extracted permittivity values, the prior assertions of CdO as one of the lowest loss MIR plasmonic 

materials for the 3-5 µm and 8-12 µm atmospheric windows were validated. This has implications for 

next generation IR sources [25], hot-carrier-based detectors and waveguides. Although the Drude term 

is the dominant feature of the extended CdO dielectric function, it is useful to include optic phonons and 



interband transitions into the model to further explain the ellipsometric line shapes at low and high 

frequencies, respectively, and to provide context as to the origin of the background permittivity outside 

of the spectral range of these resonant modes. The model of the VASE data resulted in highly accurate 

fits, with the analysis presented here aiding in the demonstration of CdO-enabled next-generation 

nanophotonic and optoelectronic devices, while also providing an underlying physical description of the 

key properties dictating the dielectric response. 
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